IT To Take Over Walker; Minstrel, Dance Will Top Evening Of Fun and Frolic

What is IT? Where is IT? These posters have been plaguing the students for the past week. Here are the answers.

IT is a project of the choral circles. IT is a specialty act, the nature of which is second in importance only to the Minstrel Show which will be presented by the Smith team, consisting of 26 students.

IT will start with the atom bomb and end with something much wiser. No discoveries, such as the A-bomb and other war-fare methods, have so far surpassed all other weapons in severity of their explosion.

IT will play in the 5:15 room, so that the stags may have a party of their own.

Big Publicity Campaign

A great deal of publicity has been put forth by the committee in charge of IT. Several features have been disrupted by gunfire, and aerial bombardment was necessary to get the necessary posters. Several posters placed around the Institute have been removed. A great deal of publicity has been put forth by the committee in charge of IT. Several features have been disrupted by gunfire, and aerial bombardment was necessary to get the necessary posters. Several posters placed around the Institute have been removed.

Next War Woes

In Ballet

The Smith team, consisting of 26 students, will give performances in various places throughout the Institute. Between ballet classes, there will be no public sale of tickets. There will be no public sale of tickets.

Next September 10

Displaced Persons To Study Here Free

It was announced today that the Executive Committee of the Corporation has decided to place 100 displaced persons from Europe in the Institute. The displaced persons will be housed in the 100 displaced persons from Europe in the Institute. The displaced persons will be housed.
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